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If you have any questions, please contact me. Thank you for considering this
journal as a venue for your work.
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To: Rosmaladewi<rosmaladewifile@gmail.com>

Rosmaladewi

Thank you for submitting the manuscript, "Voices of English Department 
Students on Multicultural Values in an Indonesian Islamic Higher Education" 
toInternational Journal of Language Education. With the onlinejournal 
management system that we are using, you will be able to track itsprogress 
through the editorial process by logging in to the journal web
site:

Manuscript URL:http://ojs.unm.ac.id/ijole/author/submission/17829

Username: Rosmaladewi
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 To: rosmaladewifile@gmail.com
IJoLE <amirullah@unm.ac.id>                                                                                        Mon, Nov 15, 2020 at 2:21 PM

 

15-Nov-2020

Dear Mrs Rosmaladewi

Manuscript ID IJoLE-17829 entitled "Voices of English Department Students on Multicultural Values in an Indonesian
 Islamic Higher Education" which you submitted to IJoLE, has been reviewed. The comments of the reviewer(s) are 
included at the bottom of this letter.

Although the reviewer(s) have suggested publication, they have also made some small edits to your work. With a few
 minor revisions in light of the reviews, this research study has been authorized for publishing. Although there is 
enough information in the literature about Mulitcultural Values, the research challenge, and the research's purpose 
were not made explicit. To assess whether the research purpose was accomplished, the research questions also 
needed to be prepared. I thus ask you to update your paper in light of the reviewer(s)' suggestions. We're aiming to 
make it as simple as possible for papers submitted to IJoLE to be published on time, therefore you should post your 
revised manuscript as soon as you can. When you receive this decision, attempt to submit the suggested changes as
 quickly as you can.  If that isn't possible, kindly get in touch with the editorial office so we may set up a different 
deadline for you.

Amirullah
Sincerely,

Chief Editor, IJoLE
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Rosmaladewi <rosmaladewifile@gmail.com>

2-Des-2020

Dear Mrs. Rosmaladewi

Thank you for your fine contribution.  On behalf of the Editors of IJoLE, we look forward to your continued
contributions to the Journal.

Amirullah
Sincerely,

Chief Editor, IJoLE

IJoLE<amirullah@unm.ac.id>  Wed, Des 2, 2021 at 9:14 PM
Reply-To: <amirullah@unm.ac.id>  
To: rosmaladewifile@gmail.com

It is a pleasure to accept your manuscript entitled "Voices of English Department Students on Multicultural 
Values in an Indonesian Islamic Higher Education" in its current form for publication in IJoLE. 
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